
Novation’s Dicer is an ultra-compact controller for Digital DJs that fits directly onto the turntable, CDJ, mixer or laptop. It has been designed with  

Serato to integrate into their ‘Scratch Live’ Digital Vinyl System. However, it also works with Native Instruments’ Traktor Scratch Pro, and any other  

software using standard MIDI messages.

Dicer has 5 ‘dice’ pads which can be used to set and trigger Serato’s ‘Hot Cues’, ‘Auto Loop’ and ‘Loop Roll’ functions, with multicoloured LEDs  

behind each pad to show what mode you are in. There are also freely assignable layers of controls which allow you to control whatever you want,  

including triggering samples, effects or even navigating through track libraries and crates. When using other software, a pair of Dicers allow up to  

60 MIDI controls between them!

KEY FEATURES:
PERFORMANCE BUTTONS WITH LED FEEDBACK 
5 Backlit ‘dice’ pads provide LED feedback from Serato Scratch Live, lighting up red,  

green or amber to show what mode they are in. 

USB BUS-POWERED 
Both Dicers get all the power they need from a single USB cable. A mini jack cable  

transmits power and data to the second Dicer. 

FULLY INTEGRATED WITH SERATO SCRATCH LIVE 
Dicer is fully integrated with the key cue point and looping features of Serato Scratch Live, 

including ‘Hot Cues’, ‘Auto Loop’ and ‘Loop Roll’. 

BUILT TO FIT 
The Dicer mounting adapter is easily removed with a small coin or screwdriver.  

This allows it to fit snugly into the 45 adapter hole of the Technics 1200 or be securely  

fastened to any flat surface using the Novation DJ putty™ provided. 

ON THE TURNTABLE
Locking straight into the Technics SL 1200 series’ 45-adapter  

hole, Dicer puts cue point and looping control inches from the vinyl. 

ON YOUR CDJs
With the Technics 1200 mounting adapter removed, Dicer fits  

right next to the platter, providing creative control of your CDJ. 

ON THE MIXER OR LAPTOP
Dicer comes with re-usable DJ putty™ , so it can stick to any flat  

surface, providing cue point and looping control in any setup,  

wherever it’s needed. 

COMPATIBILITY: 
Fully integrated operation with Serato Scratch Live requires version 2.1 or higher. 

Outside of Serato Scratch Live, Dicer operates as a standard MIDI device.  

For some DJ software, set-up files will be required and are available to download:

www.novationmusic.com


